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??? The pain sharpened? locking her for a moment with shut eyes and clenched
teeth?and then it sank back to its usual level and she breathed out gratefully
and went on brushing. ? I. Levin, Rose-mary’s Baby
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??? a?I couldn’t shut/close the window, and he helped me.
b?Most of the libraries are???shut/closed on Sunday.
c?The door was???shut/closed when I came back home.
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???shut? close???? Swan????????????????????
??? a?In many cases, close or shut can be used with no difference in meaning . . .
The past participles closed and shut can also often be used in the same
sentence with no change of meaning . . . However, shut is not usually used
attributively?before the noun?: you can say a closed door, or with closed
eyes, but not ?a shut door or ?with shut eyes.
????????????????????? Curme????????????????? be?shut??????????
???????????????
The door was shut at six when I went by, but I don’t know when it was shut.
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b?Close is more common than shut to talk about slow gradual movements,
like flowers closing at night. Close is also used more often in a formal or
solemn style ; shut is more common when we are talking roughly or rudely
. . .
c?Shut is not used to talk about closing roads, railways, or other channels of
communication ; and shut is also impossible when the meaning is figurative
?e.g. closing a letter, closing a correspondence?
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??? He sank back on the pillow and closed his eyes for the last time.
?????????Tobin????????????
??? shut . . . forms part of a series of consecutive actions and events
???????????????????shut??????????????????
???????????????
??? I opened and shut all the cabinets.
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??? ‘Would you like me to close the curtains? ’ ‘Mmmm.’ He closed them.
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?????????????????
?????c???????
???? a?Shut your mouth !??????
b?Shut the bloody door !?????????????????
???????????? shut???????????????
?????????Fowler?????????? ???
???? close is a “genteelism” for the “natural” word shut . . .
???????????????????close? shut????????????????
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???? a?They’ve closed/?shut the road for repairs.???????????????
b?I want to close/?shut my bank account.???????????
c?She closed/?shut a letter there.??????????????
????????????????????????????? close???????
?????????Tobin?????????? ???
???? . . . with ‘metaphorical’ or ‘figurative’ openings and closings of objects . . . close is
generally preferred . . .
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close?marked for RESULT
b?Shut . . . forms part of a series of consecutive actions and events.
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c?With ‘metaphorical’ or ‘figurative’ openings and closings of objects . . . close
is generally preferred.
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???? a?a closed mind
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window/eyes?Tobin,????, pp.???? ,????
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? Swan???? Tobin???????
Swan? Tobin????????????????????????????????
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? shut??eye??????????Swan? with closed eyes/?with shut eyes???
??shut??????????????????Tobin??????????????
?????? Tobin????????????????????????a???????????
???particular example??????????????b???????????????
???? a?The pain sharpened? locking her for a moment with shut eyes and
clenched teeth?and then it sank back to its usual level and she breathed
out gratefully and went on brushing. ? I. Levin, Rosemary’s Baby
b?Twice Rosemary went to St. Vincent’s Hospital to stand beside Hutch’s bed
and look down powerlessly at the closed eyes, the scarcely discernible
breathing. ? Ibid.
???????a?b????????????
???? a?The marked form close most frequently collocates with the ‘eyes’?‘close
my eyes’, ‘my eyes were closed’?either as the result of a previous event or
as a way to show the particular state or mood a character is in before a
change or new action, state or event occurs.
b?The unmarked form shut does appear in ‘eye’ constructions?albeit less
frequently??either as a way?action or process?to show that a certain
emotion?fright?or feeling?pain?was felt by someone at a specific
moment, or as part of a series of specific events or actions.
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Particular example??f??????a??can be compared with the closed eyes of a man in a
prolonged coma in the same text??g? ????b??.
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The Grammar shut and closed
Minoru TANAKA
The aim of this paper is to clarify which is appropriate, Tobin’s??????or Swan’s
??????view on the attributive use of the adjective shut and closed, referring to the
corresponding “shimeta” and “tojita” in Japanese. The former says that with shut eyes is
acceptable but the latter says that ?with shut eyes is unacceptable and instead we have to
use the acceptable with closed eyes.
In conclusion, we would rather argue for Swan’s view than Tobin’s.
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